Abstract-Proof and proving play an important role for students in justifying the validity of mathematical propositions. This qualitative research was concerned to assess students' proof schemes for disproving mathematics propositions. The sample was 11 th grade students of SMAN 1 Surabaya. All students had to answer two tests, namely the mathematics ability test and the proof-by-counterexample test. Three volunteer students (girls), with high mathematics ability and high score in proof-bycounterexample test, were selected as research subjects. For investigating the students' proof schemes, semi-structured interview was conducted to three subjects. The data quality of proof schemes was categorized in 6 levels of proof-bycounterexample criteria. The results revealed that all students were able to prove the mathematics proposition and there were still differences each other. One student was able to demonstrate the falseness of the mathematical proposition by giving a general counterexample with mathematics symbols, so the student was in highest level, 5 th level. Meanwhile, others were in the 4 th levels because they were able to state that the falseness of the mathematics proposition by a specific counterexample. They couldn't change the specific counterexample to become a general counterexample with mathematics symbols. This finding suggests, the need for further research regarding to gender.
I. INTRODUCTION
Proving and disproving play an important role for students in justifying the validity of mathematical propositions. They can demonstrate whether and why the proposition is true or false. In mathematics, proving and disproving are inextricably linked given the role each plays in establishing mathematical knowledge [1] [2] [3] . In other hand, counterexample had relation with disproving activity. Counterexample can illustrate whether and why the proposition is false. If single counterexample was exist, then the proposition is false correctly [4, 5] . Thus, proving and counterexample are two kinds of mathematics term that running together and demonstrate whether and why the proposition is true or false.
Proving consist of constructing proof and validating proof [3, 6, 7, 8] . Students' proof construction represents how students construct a proof. Students' proof construction is thinking schemes in arranging logical arguments to demonstrate trueness or falseness of statements. The manner of students in constructing a proof refers to proof schemes.
The proof scheme is a characteristic of proof as the result of a mental activities of proving. The students' proof schemes represent how they construct the proof, validating the proof, and explain whether and why a mathematical statement is true or false [9, 10] . The student proof scheme is cognitive schemes that is underlying in organizing and interpreting information about students' proof construction [11] [12] [13] .
The study of student proof schemes for disproving mathematical propositions is limit. Even though, the study of student proof schemes that involving counterexample and false propositions provides a great opportunity in understanding the construction of student proofs. The classification of the student proof schemes is one potential way to inform teachers / educators about the students' ability to refuse a mathematical proposition [3, 6, 14] . The classification of the students' proof schemes on mathematical propositions is needed to more understanding how students use examples, conclusions, and counterexamples while they develop more deductive reasoning.
Therefore, this study aimed to investigate and describe students' proof schemes for disproving mathematical proposition. The students' proof schemes are analyzed based on quality of proof that they constructed and the knowledge they have in proving. Then they are analyzed based on levels of proof schemes [3] . This qualitative research used the test of proof-by-counterexample and interview.
II. METHOD
This qualitative research concerned to assess students' proof construction schemes in disproving mathematics propositions. The sample was the 11 th grade students of SMAN 1 Surabaya. 38 (13 males & 25 females) students had to answer two tests, both mathematics ability test and proofby-counterexample test. Four volunteer students (girls), with high mathematics ability and high score in proof-bycounterexample test, were selected as research subjects. A semi-structured interview was individually conducted to every subjects. Each student was interviewed during 20 minutes. The data of proof schemes was categorized in six levels of proof-by-counterexample criteria.
This student proof scheme is analyzed based on their knowledge of proof construction and proof validation. To identify the levels of students' proof schemes are used descriptor of the proof scheme. This proof scheme descriptors are modified from the Lee's proof scheme descriptors [3] . The Descriptors of students' proof schemes for disproving mathematical propositions that is used in this study explain in Table 1 . • Deduce the implication to be false by constructing one or few specific counterexamples 5
Construction of Proof-bygeneralcounterexample
• Deduce the implication to be false by constructing a general set of counterexamples and identifying the property of the set that falsifies the implication
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A total of 38 students have done on the mathematics ability test and 76 students' proof construction (38 students; each student doing on 2 types of proof-by-counterexample test) have been analyzed. I present the finding of student's proof-by-counterexample schemes. 38 of 11 th grade students answer the proof-by-counterexample test and the results as Table 2 . Based on the results, students who have the highest score of each type of test and have the same gender are selected, so there were 3 (girls) students who are subsequently interviewed to know the students thinking in constructing the proof.
The four students (Risa, Sasa, and Sandra; disguised) do two questions of proof-by-counterexample. The results shown that two of them, are at fourth level, while the other at the highest level, fifth level. Here is the test, answers, and interviews of selected students. Risa considered problem 1 a simple because it is easy to understand. Risa started the construction of proof by experimenting with several random numbers. The numbers that she chosen were 2, 6, 7. Then she substituted it into , so that it was obtained , , and . He argued that some of these numbers satisfied the proposition, so that in some cases used, at first it concludes tentatively that the proposition is true, as the following interview quotes.
Researcher : Why do you conclude that the proposition is true? Risa : Because some numbers that I used is right. But not all natural number.
Risa constructed the proof again by adding one more number, which is 1. Then she substituted it into , so that was obtained. Risa considered that was a false statement as the following interview quotes.
Researcher : Why do you conclude that the proposition is false?
Risa : Because there is . A number more than itself is nothing. So is false.
Risa showed one counterexample 1 thus causing the mathematical proposition to be false [1] [2] [3] [4] . Risa concluded that the proposition was true for , and false when . The conclusion was based on some specific example given.
In solving Problem 2, Risa constructed the proof by trying several numbers. Risa started it by adding 3 consecutive whole numbers, . Then she divided it by 3 (many consecutive whole numbers are added) so the result was divisible by 3. She done the same thing to different numbers 5 times. Furthermore, Risa done the same thing with several other numbers but with many different consecutive whole numbers, which are four numbers. Risa added 11+12+13+14=50 , then she divided the result by 4 (many consecutive whole numbers are summed) so the result was not divisible by 4. Risa concluded that the proposition was false when many consecutive whole numbers are summed was odd and the proposition was true when consecutive whole numbers are summed was even. This conclusion was based on specific examples that have been constructed. Risa's proof construction on problems 1 and 2 indicated that the proposition was false based on a specific counterexample. Risa couldn't construct proof by using general mathematics symbols. The collection of random number samples were still classified in an inductive thinking [6, 11, 14] . It shown that Risa's proof scheme was at fourth level [3] . In constructing the proof on Problem 1, Sasa constructed the proof by making specific examples. Sasa took several numbers of 1,2, and 3. Then she substituted it into the form so that , , and were obtained.
Sasa stated that and were correct statements.
Whereas was an incorrect statement. It appeared that the proof schemes belong to the inductive proof scheme that proving of some specific matter and then concluding it in general terms [6, 11, 14] . Based on the examples given, Sasa concluded that , the natural number, was false for and , the natural number, was true for .
The construction of proof on question 2, Sasa also begin by making specific examples of whole numbers and some special cases as many numbers are summed up is 3 and 4. The she started up with many whole numbers are summed is odd. Sasa summed three consecutive whole numbers , then she divided the result by 3 (many consecutive whole numbers are summed) so the result was divisible by 3. Next, Sasa summed five consecutive whole numbers i.e.
. Then the result was divided by 5 (many consecutive whole numbers are summed), so the result was divisible by 5.
The same way was done, but with many different consecutive whole numbers. Sasa added four consecutive whole numbers , then she divided the result by 4 (many whole numbers are summed) and the result was not divisible by 4. Next Sasa added two consecutive whole numbers, then the result was divided by 2 so the result was not divisible by 2. Sasa concluded that the proposition was true when many consecutive whole numbers are summed was odd and the proposition was false when the summed number was even.
Sasa showed that 1 was a counterexample that could refuse mathematical proposition [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, Sasa didn't understand the term counterexample as the following interview quotes.
Researcher : Do you know what counterexample is? Sasa : I don't know counterexample term.
The construction of proof done on Problem 2 did't use general examples. Sasa only used specific examples and based on specific cases. The collection of random number samples was still classified in an inductive thinking [6, 12, 14] . This shows that Sasa's proof scheme was at 5 th level [3] . In constructing the proof on Problem 1, Sandra began by taking a specific example of a natural number that was 1. Then she substituted it to , so was obtained. Sandra stated that was an incorrect statement. Based on this example, Sandra concluded that the proposition was false as the following interview quotes.
C. Sadra's Solution
Researcher : why do you conclude that the proposition is false? Based on the interview above, Sandra knew what the counterexample was. She stated that one counterexample was enough to rejecting the proposition, so she said that the proposition was false. It was because there was a 1 number that results in a number that didn't satisfy in the set of numbers so the proposition became false [4, 5, 13] . In constructing proof, Sandra used strong logical reasoning [3, 6] .
Proof construction on Problem 2, Sandra constructed the proof using a general example and on a specific case. The cases are many consecutive whole numbers summed is odd and many consecutive whole numbers summed is even. Beside that, Sandra understood that consecutive whole number could be expressed by Sandra constructed the proof with case I that many consecutive whole numbers summed is odd. Sandra added three consecutive whole numbers. She changed the consecutive whole number in general form
. Then she divided the result by 3 (many consecutive whole numbers are summed) so the result was divisible by 3 because is multiple of 3. Then in case II (many consecutive number summed is even), Sandra summed four consecutive whole numbers. Sandra summed the consecutive whole numbers in the general form . Then she divided the result by 4 (many consecutive whole numbers) so the result was not divisible by 4. Since there was 1 invalid case, Sandra concluded that the proposition was false. Sandra was guided that if there is one counterexample applicable to the proposition, then the proposition is false [1, 2, 3] .
The proof that is constructed by Sandra on Problem 1 and 2 indicated that Sandra concluded a false proposition based on a general counterexample. Beside that, Sandra constructed the proof by using mathematical symbols. Proof by using mathematics symbol could be belong to formal proof. The use of the general form of consecutive whole numbers indicated that Sandra had a high logical reasoning [3, 6, 14] .
